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Agenda for today

The general part

Mobile DevOps and Xamarin

The Mobile DevOps lifecycle

Microsoft’s answer to DevOps: VSTS

The technical part

Setting up VSTS

Continuous integration for iOS and Android

Adding unit tests

Integrating with Test Cloud

Deploying to and from HockeyApp

Monitoring crashes with HockeyApp





Mobile DevOps and Xamarin



The challenges for enterprise mobile app delivery

Fragmented ecosystem



Fragmented ecosystem





High user expectations

The challenges for enterprise mobile app delivery



Integrated systems

The challenges for enterprise mobile app delivery



A survey of 1,000 business users 
discovered that after an unsatisfactory 
experience with a mobile business app, 
65% of users will abandon the app after 
two or fewer uses and 8% will abandon 
immediately.





Advantages of (Mobile) DevOps

Lower time 
to market

Higher 
customer 

satisfaction

Better user 
experiences



And it doesn’t stop there…

Higher Quality Software!

Better Team Morale

Move Faster, Safely

Better Feedback

Consistent, Actionable, Automated Test Reports

Refactor with Confidence



But there are challenges…



Limited skills



Fear of change



Automation is cumbersome 



The Mobile DevOps lifecycle



The Mobile DevOps Lifecycle

Plan

Build

Integrate

TestIterate



Create a living strategyPLAN



DESIGN AND DEVELOPBUILD



CONNECT TO DATA ANYWHEREINTEGRATE



SHIP HIGH QUALITY APPSTEST



CONTINUOUSLY IMPROVE improveITERATE





The Microsoft DevOps solution

An integrated, end-to-end solution for teams of any size to design, build and 
manage enterprise solutions and cross-platform mobile business apps.

Shorten cycle times

and deliver value faster

Improve quality

and availability

Optimize resources

and eliminate waste

Deliver mobile apps with 

digital-era velocity



Open, flexible and extensible

cross-platform DevOps tools

More agility and flexibility for 

continuous value delivery

Unlocks a greater ecosystem and

works with what you already use



End-to-end DevOps

Plan + track1 Monitor + learn

ReleaseDevelop + test2

Development Production

4

3



Plan

Manage work

Track progress

Develop + test 1

Project starts

Plan + track

It starts with an idea - and a plan how 
to turn this idea into reality…



Write code

Unit testing

2

Build

Version control

Build verification

Release

After the iteration starts, 
developers turn great ideas
into features and functionality …

Develop + test



Cloud

load testing

Integration testing
environment

Automated functional 
testing environment

3

Pre-production 
environment

Staging
environment

Monitor + learn

Release
When all tests pass, the build is deployed
to testing environments for each
stage in the release process …



4

Monitor

Feedback

Plan the next iteration

Monitor + learn
When all tests pass, the build is deployed to testing environments for each 
stage in the release process





A quick look at the application



The steps we need to follow

Setting up VSTS
Continuous 

integration for 
iOS and Android

Adding unit 
tests

Integrating with 
Test Cloud

Deploying to 
and from 

HockeyApp

Monitoring 
crashes with 
HockeyApp
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Setting up VSTS
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Setting up VSTS

Create a VSTS 
account

Creating the 
VSTS project

Use Git
Add your code 
to the project



Demo: 
A small tour of VSTS

Setting up your VSTS project



The steps we need to follow

Setting up VSTS
Continuous 

integration for 
iOS and Android

Adding unit 
tests

Integrating with 
Test Cloud

Deploying to 
and from 

HockeyApp

Monitoring 
crashes with 
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Build definitions



Built-in templates



New definition from template



Continuous integration for Android 
(aka the easy one)



Queuing a new build



Getting ready…



Building running



And success!



Demo: 
Continuous build for Android



The steps we need to follow

Setting up VSTS
Continuous 

integration for 
iOS and Android

Adding unit 
tests

Integrating with 
Test Cloud

Deploying to 
and from 

HockeyApp

Monitoring 
crashes with 
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For iOS, we have 2 options

Local Mac

“Own” Mac device

Requires device to be reachable

No fee (apart from the purchase…)

MacInCloud

Hosted solution

$30/month for VSTS Agent

“Remote” Mac also available

www.macincloud.com



Continuous integration for iOS and 
MacInCloud



MacInCloud



MacInCloud and certificates



Talking about certificates…



Let’s add App IDs to the mix…



And a provisioning profile to go with that



Generate *.p12 file



Check your agent now!



After that, pretty much the same!



Demo: 
Continuous build for iOS



The steps we need to follow
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Unit testing

Piece of code Public API
Runs in 

isolation and 
independently

Consistent 
results

Can be 
automated

Fast & reliable



Unit testing

Find bugs Change 
without fear
of breaking 

code

Better 
quality

software



Integrating into our build pipeline



Integrating into our build pipeline



Viewing test results



Demo:
Adding unit tests 
to the mix



The steps we need to follow

Setting up VSTS
Continuous 

integration for 
iOS and Android

Adding unit 
tests

Integrating with 
Test Cloud

Deploying to 
and from 

HockeyApp

Monitoring 
crashes with 
HockeyApp



Test Cloud

• Test apps on many devices

• Tests can be written in C# or Calabash (Ruby)

• Integrated in Visual Studio



Getting started with Test Cloud 



Starting a new submission



Selecting list of devices



The dashboard



Details of a test run













Integrating Test Cloud in the build pipeline





The steps we need to follow
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Key features of HockeyApp

Distribution of 
beta/test versions 

of your app
Crash reporting

Feedback: 
reporting and 

bugs

Metrics Cross platform VSTS Compatible



Integrating HockeyApp with VSTS

Service 
endpoint for 

Hockey
Build task

VSTS Widget



Creating your account





Installing the HockeyApp VSTS extension



Creating the link using the token



Adding the task



Apps in HockeyApp



Demo: 
Deploying with HockeyApp



Deploying to devices: mail



Deploying to devices: download



Deploying to devices: history



App overview



The steps we need to follow

Setting up VSTS
Continuous 

integration for 
iOS and Android

Adding unit 
tests

Integrating with 
Test Cloud

Deploying to 
and from 

HockeyApp

Monitoring 
crashes with 
HockeyApp



Monitoring apps using HockeyApp

Crash 
reports

Mail 
feedback

Metrics Screenshots



Usage metrics



Crashes



Feedback



In-app: crash



In-app: feedback



In-app: update



Demo: Monitoring the apps



Summary

• Mobile DevOps is the next step

• Streamlines the process of creating mobile apps

• VSTS makes the process much simpler



Thank you!



Q&A



Continuous everything
with Xamarin and VSTS

Gill Cleeren

@gillcleeren


